Entrepreneurship Boot Camp is a one-day glimpse into entrepreneurship both at CMU and in Pittsburgh.

The 2013 Boot Camp will focus on four main sessions: 1) an introduction to entrepreneurship, 2) an idea screening workshop led by Innovation Works’ Frank Demmler, 3) Design Thinking for New Business Ideas, which allows you to gain knowledge of new idea generation and screening tools and 4) Networking Event at AlphaLab, the Pittsburgh accelerator.

**SCHEDULE**

Friday, September 13

Boot Camp: 11am – 3:45pm, Posner Hall Room 153
Networking Event: 4:30pm, AlphaLab on the South Side

11:00 am    Entrepreneurship at CMU + Lunch
12:00 pm    Idea Screening
1:45 pm     Design Thinking for New Business Ideas
3:45 pm     *Transit to AlphaLab on the South Side*
4:30 pm     Networking Event at AlphaLab

*Subject to change